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The new Sturiër Dutchman DME Explorer range  is designed as a long-distance
traveller. The hulls of our DME Explorer range are constructed for Ice Class 1 and
ensure true go-anywhere capabilities. Their timeless and fresh style exudes practicality
and provides superb comfort everywhere in the world.

The new Sturiër DME (dutchman)Explorer range  is designed as a long-distance
traveller. Every DME features a reliable strong metal construction (hull construction Ice
class I certifcat option ) ,no nonsense straight forward systems and perfect good
seaworthiness The robust exterior styling has its origin in the way that vessels behave in
seagoing conditions resulting in the high flared bow and typical backward bulwark
providing a safe working deck for crew in all weather conditions.The sturdy equipment on
board,such as anchor winch,rudders ,bow thrusters engines ensures the reliability during
long offshore voyages, These features and many more make the DM Expolorer
recognized as no nonsense go anywhere concept. The relatively wide beam of the
original DM Explorer offers more space for interior. Together with a clever interior layout
the DME supports long residence on board .The big Fly  has enough deck space to store
a Dinghy, and space for sun bathing a bar and sitting space. The aft with a open cockpit.
Thanks to its exceptionally smart construction, the yacht retains the elegant lines so
characteristic of the brand. The Sturiër DME features sturdy lines, and its dimensions
and shallow draught make it suitable in shallow water.

Specification

Designer Dutchman Yachts

Length over all 21,95m

Hull length 20,5m

Hull beam 6,05m

Draft 1,8m

Weight 80.000kg

Displacement 80ton

Fresh water tank 1.500l

Waste water tank 650l

Fuel tank capacity 15.000l

Max engine power 560hp

CE-certification A

Berths 10

Maximum speed 11kt

Cruising speed 9kt

Motor range 4.000miles

Material Steel

Length 20-25
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